We report a noble coherent optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) system that simply enables measurement range enhancement up to full coherence length of a laser source. The proposed technique is based on bidirectional determination of Rayleigh backscattered signal along a fiber. To do this, complex OFDR signals are acquired with the help of π/2 phase-shifting interferometry in a detection part and an additional delay fiber in a reference arm. Through a bidirectional determination process using the complex OFDR signals, mirrored signals appearing at both sides of the spatial domain were completely discriminated, so that ambiguity arising due to a positional origin can be removed. Bidirectional distributed strain and temperature sensing is successfully performed for the first time. Spectral shifts by applying strain to and heating of the test fiber were found to be independent on both sides of the reference position, indicating that twofold enhancement of the measurement range can be obtained compared to previous systems.
Introduction
Optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) has been widely studied for inspection of distributed internal and/or external perturbations along a fiber line [1] - [4] , and OFDR has been proposed for distributed sensing of physical parameters such as temperature, strain, and vibration [5] , [6] . Distributed sensing of OFDR systems is based on Rayleigh scattering arising due to the random density distributions of fiber materials. Rayleigh scattering within an invariant fiber has its own unique signal pattern that plays a role in frozen and consistent fingerprints; so, this pattern can be regarded as an ultra-long, weak, and randomly distributed fiber grating signal that results in spectral shift against external perturbations. The main advantages of OFDR compared to optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) are high spatial resolution and high sensitivity [7] . In addition, measurement speed of OFDR is much shorter than OTDR without requiring a time-consuming data averaging process. However, OFDR has a crucial limitation in its measurement range. This is because the coherence length of an input light source directly affects the maximum range that can be measured by observing a visible interference signal while tuning the input wavelength. Therefore, the use of a tunable laser having long coherence length is necessary to achieve long-range distributed sensing.
While scanning light wavelengths, interference signals accumulated from fiber scattering events are detected as a data set of real numbers. By applying fast Fourier transform (FFT) to that data, a spatially resolved Rayleigh scattering signal is obtained. Due to a complex conjugate term caused by the FFT process, a ghost signal mirrored with respect to the wanted signal is represented in the frequency domain, resulting in directional ambiguity. This means only half of the transform data is available, and the rest needs to be eliminated. Due to this problem, the measurement range of the OFDR system has been determined by half of the coherence length of the input tunable laser.
For long-range OFDR, previous works have focused on applying highly coherent sources such as a semi-conductor laser [8] , solid state laser [9] , or fiber laser [3] , which have the beneficial characteristics of low phase noise and narrow spectral linewidth. However, these sources are useful only for determining back-reflection events because the wavelength tuning range is not wide enough. For the purpose of distributed sensing applications, most researchers utilize external cavity tunable lasers that are composed of a combination of a semi-conductor laser diode and gratingbased wavelength selection components. These lasers satisfy both conditions of narrow linewidth and a wide tuning range of more than tens of nano-meters. A commercially available laser source has a linewidth of several hundreds of kHz corresponding to a coherence length of several hundreds of meter.
In order to overcome the measurement range limitation, our group firstly suggested and simulated the π/2 phase shifting technique in OFDR, which utilizes full coherence length of laser source [10] . Then, H. Gabai et al. experimentally demonstrated the OFDR system that employs inphase quardrature detection (I/Q) technique to obtain bi-directional scattering events [11] . A costly π/2 optical hybrid passive receiver was used in the system to detect the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of backscattered interference lightwave. However, this work couldn't show distributed temperature or strain sensing because of the use of narrow tuning laser. Also, two steps of FFT calculation were performed, which would make signal processing to be complicated.
In this work, we propose a new bi-directional determination technique of Rayleigh OFDR system suitable for distributed strains and temperature sensing. In order to use the whole coherence length of the input source as the measurement range, a phase-shifting method by a 3 × 3 fiber coupler was applied and two OFDR signals having π/2 phase difference was obtained. For the convenience of identifying the origin of scattering events, a delay fiber was installed in a reference arm. The obtained signals were adjusted as complex numbers and processed by a bi-direction determination algorithm that discriminates between positive and negative positions. A strain and temperature test with a 200 m long optical fiber was carried out since the coherence length of the input source was about 200 m. Experimental results clearly showed that the proposed system has a distributed sensing range of full coherence length, which is a twofold increase compared to the conventional method.
Theory: Proposed System and Operation
OFDR is a swept laser interferometry composed of a tunable laser source, detector, and two arms (the reference and test arm) having a certain path difference between them. As a linearly scanning wavelength (or optical frequency), back-scattered light accumulated within the fiber under test (FUT) is measured by a photo detector. The measured data appears in terms of super-positioned frequency components and contains spectrally-distributed amplitudes of reflection or scattering events along the FUT. The Fourier-transform of this data enables one to obtain the spatial distribution of the Rayleigh back-scattering signal. Then, the spectral information of the partial fiber region can be obtained by inverse-Fourier transform of each segment of the scattering signal. The obtained local spectrums of each segment show its own pattern that may shift if external perturbations are applied. Therefore, distributed sensing of OFDR can be implemented by standing abreast of the amount of spectral shift of each local spectrum.
The intensity of OFDR signals at the photo detector can be represented by accumulated beat frequencies as
where A(f,z) is the Rayleigh scattering coefficient in terms of optical frequency f and fiber position z, γ(f ) is the frequency sweep rate in Hz/s, and τ(z) is the round-trip time delay at the scattering position, which can be defined as 2nz/c where n is the reflective index of fiber and c is the speed of light. Assuming optical frequency is linearly swept so that γ(f ) is constant and then taking FFT into account in (1), we can obtain beat frequency distribution in terms of γτ(z) and their amplitudes in terms of A(f, z). Since the measured data in (1) is of real numbers, their FFT forms complex conjugate numbers whose magnitudes are symmetric with respect to the center. This means, to avoid ambiguity, that half of the FFT data should be removed and only one directional component (plus(+) or minus(−)) needs to be used as a valid scattering signal. For this reason, the maximum measurement range of OFDR is defined as half of coherence length l c within the fiber and is inversely proportional to laser linewidth ν, as follows;
Thus, although beat frequencies are generated throughout the entire coherence length, half are not available due to positional ambiguity.
The proposed OFDR system overcomes this problem. The operation setup is based on phase shifting interferometry as shown in Fig. 1 . This setup is an ordinary Michelson interferometer, but there are two differences. The first is the position of the reference arm, and the second is phase shifting signal acquisition. Different from conventional OFDR [1] - [9] , [11] , the length of the reference arm is positioned at half of FUT to measure the scattered light from the (+) and (−) directions, simultaneously. For the best performance, therefore, it is desirable that the length of FUT should be equal to the entire coherence length, and the length of the reference arm should be half. With this setup, the measured OFDR signal at the detector includes both (+) and (−) directional Rayleigh scattering signals super-positioned along with the distance from the reference position. In order to distinguish the two directional signals, phase-shifting signal acquisition is utilized. Among several phase shifting methods [12] - [14] , we have adopted 3 × 3 coupler interferometry that is easily configurable and highly stable without phase drift. In this configuration, phase difference among the three output arms is related to the power splitting ratio of the 3 × 3 coupler. Evenly splitting the 3 × 3 coupler's power results in 2π/3 phase shift among arms. To manipulate the original OFDR data into complex data, it is desirable to simultaneously obtain two signals with π/2 phase shift. To do this, one of the coupler arms is used for balancing signal amplitudes with the help of two differential photo detectors (DPD) [14] . Here, the relative phase difference between the two detected signals I 1 and I 2 can be estimated. Assuming one of the detected signals to be I RE (ϕ = 0), π/2 phase shifted signal I I M (ϕ = π/2) can be obtained through a trigonal relation [12] defined as
where ϕ is the estimated phase difference between I 1 and I 2 . Thus, we can obtain a complex OFDR signal by the Euler formula of I RE + i I I M . Let us assume one reflection event is positioned respectively at the (+) and (-) side along FUT in Fig. 1 . Applying FFT only to I 1 or I 2 results in an ambiguous mirrored signal whose origin on either side of the reflection event is unknown. However, after making a complex OFDR signal, the mirrored signal is suppressed and the directional ambiguity can be solved effectively. The bi-directional determination process for distributed sensing is described in Fig. 2 . At first, the phase-shifted OFDR signals are obtained by sweeping the tunable laser and manipulated into π/2 phase-shift by (3) and (4) in order to from complex signals. Then, they are converted into a spatial Rayleigh scattering signal by FFT. For the convenience of bi-directional determination, the zero position is shifted to the center so that the spatial domain is arranged from −L max to +L max . Due to the help of the reference position, positive and negative beat frequencies are obviously distinguished. To form local spectra of the fiber sections, the spatial signal is segmented with a certain amount of data length and then each segment is transformed into the spectral domain by iFFT. These local spectra are stored in memory to be used as reference fingerprints for the FUT. The same process is performed after applying external variations to the FUT and test fingerprints are obtained. Finally, the reference and test fingerprints of each segment are compared via a crosscorrelation function. Here, the amount of spectral shift is determined along the whole FUT length of 2L max (−L max to +L max ). Resultingly, the proposed bi-directional determination can improve the measurement range of OFDR up to 2 times without sacrificing spatial resolution. Fig. 3 shows schematics of the proposed OFDR setup for bi-directional determination. A tunable laser (Luna Technologies, Phoenix 1200) was used as the input source. The output wavelength of the laser was linearly swept in time from 1546 nm to 1554 nm with a sweep speed of 8 nm/s. The setup consists of a main OFDR interferometer involving phase-shifting detection and an auxiliary interferometer which is implanted to calibrate nonlinearity of the laser sweeping. A portion of power was transmitted to the auxiliary interferometer and the rest of the power was split into reference and FUT arms, respectively. Since the linewidth of the input source was specified as 1 MHz that corresponds to about 200 m of coherence length, the length of FUT was selected as 200 m. In the reference arm, a 200 m long delay fiber was inserted to place the reference position at nearly half of the FUT length. Since the FUT path is round-trip and the reference path is one-way, the 200 m long delay fiber can be considered as having a 100 m long delay length. In the main OFDR interferometer, Rayleigh scattering signals and the corresponding reference signals were encountered at the evenly split 3 × 3 coupler (33:33:33), and then split into three ports providing 2π/3 phase differences of outputs [15] . To obtain the real and imaginary parts of the OFDR complex signal, one output of the 3 × 3 coupler was split by a 1 × 2 coupler and then combined with one of the remaining outputs of the 3 × 3 coupler at two channels of DPDs. Bi-directional determination could be constructed by rearranging the obtained differential signals to have π/2 phase difference and by performing signal processing as described in Fig. 2 . The total length of the measured data was about 2 M points along with 200 m-long FUT. The length of each segment was set by 1,000 points so that 2,000 segments were used to quantify the spectral shift, corresponding to a spatial resolution of 100 mm.
Experimental Setup
For the distributed sensing test, strain and heat were applied to the FUT section ((−) side: −100 m −0 m, (+) side: 0 m − +100 m), as shown in Fig. 4 . Spectral shifts by the axial strain and Fig. 5 compares experimental results for the whole FUT range with and without bi-directional determination. +1,000 με strain was applied simultaneously at −96 m and +80 m on the FUT. In the conventional method without bi-directional determination, symmetric result of spectral shift was found at both −96 m and +96 m (black and dotted line). It is noted that the shift by the applied strain at +80 m was not represented in the plot. This is because cross-correlation results showed only one dominant spectral shift between mixed spectra at unchanged −80 m and changed +80 m. This means the Rayleigh scattering signal at −80 m gives a relatively stronger magnitude than +80 m. On the other hand, after applying the bi-directional determination using the π/2 phaseshifting technique, mirrored data at +96 m arising due to complex conjugate FFT signal were completely suppressed and desirable strain sensing data at +80 m clearly appeared together with the remaining data at −96 m (red and solid line). Fig. 6(a) shows the spectral shift in the OFDR system by strain at the (+) side of the sensing fiber. Both compressive and tensile stresses were applied along the 50 cm of the fiber with strain steps of 200 με. The spectral shift was proportional to the applied strain with a sensitivity of 0.145 GHz/με, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . The results indicate that the bi-directional OFDR system is still highly capable of measuring axial strain, maintaining its sensing sensitivity without any degradation due to the bi-directional determination scheme.
Experimental Results
Plots shown in Fig. 7 prove successful implementation of the OFDR system with bi-directional determination for measurement range enhancement. Strains were applied simultaneously at different sides (+,−), then the spectral shift was measured to ensure the mirror signals were completely removed. Fig. 7(a)-(d) show the responses to the strains in the whole bi-directional sensing fiber position; (a) +1,000 με (@ −96 m) and +1,000 με (@ +80 m), (b) +1,000 με (@ −96 m) and −1,000 με (@ +80 m), (c) −1,000 με (@ −96 m) and +1,000 με (@ +80 m), (d) −1,000 με (@ −96 m) and −1,000 με (@ +80 m). Fig. 8 also shows the response to the applied strain (@ +80 m and −96 m) together with nearby heating (@ +82.5 m) of the fiber.
The results clearly show that the spectral responses at the different (+) and (−) sides of the OFDR system were independent of each other, indicating that the whole bi-directional fiber position can be utilized in terms of sensing measurement range. No mirror signals in the opposite domain were found after the complex signal processing. With this method, therefore, the measurement range of the system can reach the full laser coherence length, which is roughly a twofold enhancement compared to the traditional coherent OFDR system, which is generally limited to half of the laser coherent length [8] .
Conclusion
Enhancement of the measurement range in OFDR has been successfully demonstrated through bidirectional determination. The proposed system adopts two schematic modifications: the first is the insertion of the delay fiber to place the reference position at half of FUT, and the second is phaseshifting interferometry using a 3 × 3 coupler and differential detection. After signal processing with the phase-adjusted complex OFDR signal, the unnecessary mirror signals represented by applying Fourier transform to the real data were completely removed, resulting in twofold enhancement of the measurement range. Spectral shifts by strain and heating applied at both sides of the bidirectional position were found to be independent of each other. The experimental results have fully demonstrated that the OFDR system can utilize the full coherent length of the laser in terms of the measurement range without any degradation of the system. It is expected that a more improved measurement range can be achieved if a higher coherent tunable laser is applied to the proposed system.
